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Where Does That Flower Bloom
Conner Gordon

There are dainty jackets that never are worn,
There are toys and models of ships;
There are books and pictures all faded and torn,
And marked by finger tips
Of dimpled hands that have fallen to dust Yet we strive to think that the Lord is just.
“Things in the Bottom Drawer,” quoted by
evangelist Billy Sunday in his sermon, “Motherhood.”
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We drew our borders in June, dragging buoys
tied to gas cans full of concrete
two hundred feet from the sea-wall
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We pulled clay from the bottom with our toes
digging down until the water
lapped at our collarbones
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My grandmother watched us
from a plastic deck chair
wire-frame glasses balanced below
a nest of brown curls
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We held her funeral in the church
where she played organ every Sunday
a preschool fills its basement now

Paper lanterns, puppet theatres
a lawn chair marked “our special guest”
where plates of Boston cream pie
floated on seas of black cloth
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Tales of metastasis,
breast to liver and bone,
whispered over games
of Hearts played with
mismatched decks
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What will we tell the kids?
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I am circling
through parking lots,
empty strip malls
where handful congregations
meet on Sunday mornings
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New Life, New Beginnings
signs lit by old fluorescents
high water marks left
in Billy Sunday’s wake
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She taught
kindergarten in a school
near the edge of town
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All my life I passed it
unaware
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It rises in wet summers
over the sea-wall and into the front yard

It cradles clumps of algae, roots
caked in zebra mussels,
it comes through cracks in the shower head
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My mother told us it circled
her as she rowed to Snake Island
mottled skin scraping
against the bottom of the boat
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I thought I saw it once
in the bloated hump of a dead pike
out on Little Eagle
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It comes in ribbons
splashes of motor oil
car wash cleaners unfurled
by a fire at Warsaw Chemical
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We have been lucky;
toxicity diluted away
in the water of our summers
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That seaweed itch
the hard taste from the tap
the mustard sign in the yard
(they sprayed yesterday)
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Maybe it grows there too
down where scales brush
against rowboat hulls
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She told us it was a magic trick
taking her hair off like that
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Planted by dysentery
in 1954
her third child, a son
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I did not know of him
until I visited her grave
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Did she carry him
as I carry her?
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Here, too
she guides me still
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